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lionpic.co.uk
Any prices quoted are correct as at April 2018. Please check before ordering.

9563 Inglet MT481 Mitre Saw £4,795.00
9571 Left hand support 1000mm £188.00
9210 Saw Blade 250 x 30 / 80th General £ask
9577 Saw Blade 250 x 30 / 80th Alu £ask
3101 Budget Moulding Stand £18.95
3716 Lubricant Stick £11.30

Fast and accurate cutting of a wide variety of aluminium frame and sub-frame profiles

Check
the Lion 

website for 

best prices

MT481 Mitre Saw for Aluminium Profiles

220 / 230 V (50Hz), Nominal power 0.75 hp  3000 rpm
Saw blade:   250mm x 30m bore,  80 tooth
Max cutting height  54mm,  max cutting width 50mm
Overall width 1500mm. With optional left-hand support, 2480mm.
Machine height 1180mm, depth 510mm, 95 Kg
Requires 13 amp connection and compressed air supply

250mm TCT blade cuts up from below, so any vibration in the 
blade is absorbed by the unseen and sturdiest part of the profile 
before it cuts through to the top face. This gives a very neat and 
precise join. Pre-set for 45° left, 90° and 45° right cuts.

The MT481 is ideal for alu users cutting around 40 frames per day. 
• Adjustable pneumatic clamp with polymer face holds most 

profiles up to 54mm tall and 50mm wide securely. Check with our 
technical department if your profiles approach either dimension.

• Quickly and accurately mitre-cut or straight-cut aluminium profiles 
up to 1000mm. Scales system helps you set the adjustable stop 
to allow for different profile widths.  

• 0.75hp direct-drive 3000rpm single-phase motor is low-noise. 
 Offcuts fall down chute into box for disposal.
• With blow gun for clearing work surface. 
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Always wear safety glasses

45°             90°            45°

1   Adjust clamping alignment. Operate with black push button

 2    Use a digital caliper 
gauge to measure x-x, on 
moulding profiles as right.

 3   Locate measurement x-x on 
black scale,   . Align over glass 
size on yellow scale,    .

 4   Cut the moulding - swing 
handle for angle, lift it to cut

Pneumatic 
clamp

Safety guard prevents sharp 
offcuts whizzing around. 


